JT Towing Expands Roadside Assistance
Service in Jacksonville FL To Enhance
Customer Experience
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After the overwhelming success of the re-launching of its emergency towing assistance, JT Towing
sets to improve customer experience by expanding its round the clock roadside assistance service in
Jacksonville, FL, and nearby areas. Stranded motorists within its service network will no longer worry
about finding emergency assistance for unexpected mechanical failures and other car problems such
as dead batteries, car lockouts, flat tires, pothole-related mechanical damage, electrical faults, and
empty fuels.
The expansion scheme of JT Towing is geared towards its continuing dedication to excellence and
commitment to the security of Jacksonville motorists. “With our quality customer service care and
superior vehicle assistance, our passion is to provide you the satisfaction that will exceed your
expectations”, says Huey Robertson, spokesperson of JT Towing. “We will give customers and their
stalled vehicles the utmost care and assistance,” he added.
The towing company is leaving no stone unturned to intensify its presence in Jacksonville, FL. It has
deployed new emergency towing rescuers in strategic locations in the region to build up its network of
standby teams and speed up response time. Among the nearby communities that will benefit from this
program included Beechwood, Mattox, Meadowbrook, Fiftone, Southridge, Beauclerc Gardens and
Goodbys, to name a few. Their assistance teams can now provide the quickest response to reach
stranded motorists, arriving in less than 30 minutes more than 50 percent of the time. The complete
directory of their service areas can be accessed here:
https://sites.google.com/site/towingjacksonvilleservice/.
Jacksonville is the largest city in the US in terms of land area hence, the service area of the tow
company is indeed very broad. JT Towing now continues to be the dominant provider in the regional
towing and roadside assistance industry, with its robust network and stronger presence.. “This move
will help our company to compete with our rivals and better serve the driving public,” says Robertson.
The company also launched a series of training seminars to update the technical knowledge and
skills of their workers about new trends in automotive technology. They are creating high-quality
teams whose skills and technical qualifications can ensure competence in the performance of their
jobs and delivery of the company’s service. “Our workers are more than expert workers. They are
industry specialists. They can perform all kinds of towing, car lockout assistance, spare tire change,
battery jumpstarts, and minor mechanical and engine repairs,” says Robertson.
JT Towing mechanics can perform a temporary fix to a stalled vehicle to allow drivers to continue their
travel home or to a nearby garage. This may include simple mechanical fails, battery drains and a flat
tire. However, conked-out vehicles that are not safe to drive will be hauled to the nearest auto shop
for intensive repairs and permanent fix. Robertson explains that the company is continuing to invest in

innovation to enhance its service; including cutting-edge equipment. For more information about the
company services, please follow this link: http://gmbp.in/u/5de954c6c2fd2.
The customer hotline number (904) 204-3410 of the tow provider is open to the public 24/7/365. The
company will be staffed by additional towing specialists, mechanics, and dispatchers. “Having access
to emergency towing and roadside assistance is incredibly important to our community,” explains
Robertson. This key initiative of the organization is in response to the growing number of roadside
problems and mishaps in Jacksonville, FL. “As the most trusted towing provider with the largest
service network coverage in the region, we serve all neighboring areas in Jacksonville that require
emergency help any time of the day or night,” he added.
The emergency towing and roadside services of the company continue to be the most accessible and
cheap option for all motorists in Jacksonville, Florida. “We couldn’t be more excited to have our new
tow rescue teams activated,” states Robertson. “JT Towing’s expertise and strong business ethic
shall be our main arms in our commitment to serving the driving public in Jax". Check out more
information about the company here: http://gmbp.in/u/5de9551e1d950.
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